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ABSTRACT:
Air quality is a factor of primary importance for the quality of life. The increase of the pollutants percentage in the air can cause serious
problems to the human and environmental health. For this reason it is essential to monitor its values to prevent the consequences of an
excessive concentration, to reduce the pollution production or to avoid the contact with major pollutant concentration through the
available tools. Some recently developed tools for the monitoring and sharing of the data in an effective system permit to manage the
information in a smart way, in order to improve the knowledge of the problem and, consequently, to take preventing measures in favour
of the urban air quality and human health. In this paper, the authors describe an innovative solution that implements geomatics sensors
(GNSS) and pollutant measurement sensors to develop a low cost sensor for the acquisition of pollutants dynamic data using a mobile
platform based on bicycles. The acquired data can be analysed to evaluate the local distribution of pollutant density and shared through
web platforms that use standard protocols for an effective smart use.

1. INTRODUCTION
Pollution is one of the major problems of our times and urban air
quality has become a primary issue, acknowledged by the
international community.
The progress in technology can also give some response to the
problem. Both the acquisition devices and communication
technologies evolved in order to permit a smart management of
the monitoring. The data can be effectively structured and shared
for the produced information to be useful to reduce, prevent or
avoid polluted areas, so that the human health and the
environment can take advantage of that.
In this study, a dynamic low cost sensor is produced and tested to
be mounted on mobile supports. The measured data are managed
and shared through the methods and technologies offered by the
internet 3.0 to obtain a smart integrated system.
1.1. Urban air quality and pollutants
Many pollutants affect the air of a metropolis. In (Velasco A.
et.al., 2015), ground-level ozone (O3) and fine particulates
(PM10 and PM2.5) are identified as the most relevant pollutants
for a pervasive air quality monitoring system, basing on their
effects for human health and their variation of the concentration
within short distances.
Ground-level ozone is a threat for the respiratory system and for
lung function. Long exposure to O3 can involve health problems
such as asthma and bronchitis. Moreover, the respiratory diseases
due to O3 can anticipate death. Many studies highlight the risks
for human health due to exposure to O3, e.g (Lippmann M., 1989)
shows a review on health effects of O3, (Bates, D. V et.al., 1972)
investigates the short-term effects of O3, while (Spektor, D. M.
et.al., 1988) analyses the effects of O3 on children.
Particulate is very dangerous for human health. The inhalation of
particulate can involve respiratory system problems such as
asthma, lung cancer, respiratory disease, gestation problems
(such as birth defects and premature delivery), and
cardiovascular disease. Moreover, PM10 and PM2.5 can
anticipate death, similarly to O3. The International Agency for
Research on Cancer includes airborne particulates into the group

1 carcinogen, which includes the substances with evidence of
carcinogenicity in humans. The risks for human health, due to
PM10 and PM2.5, are analysed by many studies, e.g. (Pope III,
C. A., Dockery, D. W, 1992) investigates the effects on PM10 on
children.
A study on the effects on health of PM2.5 and O3 in USA shows
that in the most densely populated areas the percentage of deaths
due to PM2.5 and ozone ranges from 3.5% in San Jose to 10% in
Los Angeles (Fann N. et.al., 2012).
2. THE SMART DATA MANAGEMENT
2.1. The Internet Of Things
Internet Of Things (IoT) is an emergent concept that refers to
networked interconnection of everyday objects, which are often
equipped with ubiquitous intelligence. Two terms characterize
this concept: “internet” pushes towards a network-oriented
vision, while “things” moves the focus to generic objects (the
“smart object”) to be integrated into a common framework. The
predominant vision stresses the multiple sensors connected to the
internet that monitor the physical world and interact with each
other, making it possible to remotely access data through services
and to control the physical world from a distance. There are
already several embedded systems connected to the Internet, but
the IoT concept highlights the pervasive spread of those “smart
objects” (the “building block” of IoT), in order to enhance every
day physical things, providing intelligence and connectivity
through internet (Kopetz, 2011). This evolution is due to the rapid
advance in technologies as distributed, networking and
communication protocols, and the progressive miniaturization
and cost reduction of “smart” devices.
Several application areas of IoT have not been explored so far:
logistics, energy saving, security, environmental monitoring and
alerting, medical monitoring, are only few of the possible areas
where IoT can improve the quality of our lives.
Generally speaking, the platforms that support the IoT are usually
based on three layers (see Figure 1). The data layer represents the
network of smart objects; the application layer contains the
technologies for storing, manipulating and retrieving the data
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from sensor networks; the client layer, is the level in which users
reference the services deployed by the application layer, in order
to design end-user applications across multiple application
domains.

Figure 1. General architecture of an IoT platform
2.2. The Semantic Web
The effective exploiting of the Internet of Things needs the
correct interpretation of the published data to be known by people
and machines. Heterogeneous “things” must be integrated in a
common frame in order to be understood, managed and retrieved.
The definition of the meaning of the data for enabling
interoperability and interchange of unambiguous knowledge is
the main goal of the Semantic web.
The Semantic web is the evolution of the World Wide Web that
permits to manage the data themselves, instead of documents.
The development of web technologies and artificial intelligence
field makes today possible its realization. It is essential for an
effective information structure, which could make the smart
things a reality, in association with the internet of things
(Barnaghi et al., 2012). A preliminary condition for the
achievement of such an objective is the application of semantics
to the managed data (Rowley, 2007).
This data “upgrade” must happen in the application layer. The
available tools to realize it are provided by the organizations
involved in the Semantic web development, especially W3C
(World Wide Web Consortium) (www.w3.org), which developed
the semantic web technologies. Among these, essential tools are
the ontologies and standard data models, which specify in a clear,
unambiguous and “open” way what is the structure of the data
and how they have to be interpreted. Data models and modelling
languages have been developed in various fields. In particular,
the Semantic Web actors developed XML-based languages for
structuring and publishing structured data through the web. In the
meantime, GML (Geography Markup Language), XML-based
language has been published by OGC (Open Geospatial
Consortium) (http://www.opengeospatial.org/) to structure and
interchange spatial and geographical data. The geoinformation is
fundamental for a smart data retrieving and analysis (Prandi et al.
2014). This is the reason why this kind of standard is also
considered for the building of our system.
3. DYNAMIC SENSORS FOR THE AIR QUALITY
MONITORING
The air quality in urban areas is of fundamental importance to
support human life. However, human activities in densely
populated areas involve the introduction of harmful materials in
the air. Urban air quality is considered one of the greatest threat
to human health (Ericson et al., 2008). One of the main sources
of air pollutants is the fossil fuel combustion. In particular,

vehicle engines and heating systems spread pollutants in the
residential areas, while power plants and industrial complexes
emit high concentration of pollutants close to the urban area.
Today, in the metropolitan areas, air quality is usually monitored
by some fixed stations. However, the heterogeneous distribution
of pollution sources does not allow a pervasive information about
the air quality in the whole urban area to be obtained. A more
accurate information about the spatial distribution of pollutants
could help understand how they spread, and adopt targeted
countermeasures. (Kheirbek et al., 2013) investigates the effects
of PM2.5 and O3 within the different areas of New York City,
USA. The results of this study highlight the importance of
knowing spatially and temporally accurate data in local air
quality.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a well-known pervasive
technology that allow multiple parameters to be monitored by
deploying many low cost devices over the area of interest. In
particular, the smart cities, which use information and
communication technologies to improve the services and the
quality of life, often employ WSNs.
The use of WSNs for air quality monitoring has been considered
and experimented in various studies. In (Postolache et al., 2010),
the authors propose to use WiFi to transmit the collected data to
a neural network to process the data and web pages to present the
results. In (Khedo et al., 2010), an investigation on the
application of WSNs to monitor the air pollution in Mauritius is
presented. This study proposes, as a deployment method, to
randomly spread out static sensors. Moreover, the paper
discusses several characteristics of the system, such as an
aggregation method for the data. The network is analysed through
simulations.
In order to increase the spatial density of the data, several
mobility systems have been considered. The proposed devices
communicate the collected data through Bluetooth connection.
The goal of this system is to cover a large area with low cost
devices. In (Ma et al., 2008), the authors propose a monitoring
system that uses fixed and mobile sensors mounted on various
vehicles such as buses, service vehicles and taxis. The data are
transmitted wireless. The aim in such application is to cover the
metropolitan area of London, UK. Moreover, a data mining
technique is applied on the collected data. The system is analysed
through simulations. In (Hasenfratz et al., 2015), the devices are
deployed on top of public transport vehicles in the city of Zurich,
Switzerland. A specific modeling system is proposed in order to
improve the spatio-temporal resolution. In (Eisenman et al.,
2009), a smart bicycle is proposed. Its goal is to monitor
parameters of interest for cyclists, such as pollutants.
An alternative method to collect dynamic data is represented by
a participatory sensing system. In (Dutta et al., 2009), a
monitoring system based on handheld devices is proposed. The
goal of this system is to produce a participatory sensing system
that allows individuals to measure their exposure to pollutants
and the whole network to monitor an area. In (Hasenfratz et al.,
2012), the authors propose a participatory sensing system in
which the devices are connected to the smartphones of the users.
The effects of human mobility on the accuracy of the sensed data
are evaluated and a calibration routine is described. The
calibration problem is also considered in (Tsujita et al., 2004).
Here, the authors suggest to improve the accuracy by using
sensors based on different approaches (e.g. quartz crystal
microbalance, electrochemical and metal oxide) in order to
monitor the same pollutant. Although many laboratory and field
comparisons of sensors with reference methods are carried out,
according to (Gerboles, 2012), the results are hardly repeatable
and models that better describe the sensing processes are required
to reach the expected data quality.
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3.1. Proposed monitoring system
An effective air quality monitoring system, able to support
effective actions for the prevention of health problems and
compliant with a great city context, should be able to: monitor a
large area; collect pervasive data; guarantee a proper level of
accuracy; involve limited costs.
The selection of proper devices is fundamental for the
implementation of an effective air quality monitoring system.
According to the analysis of wireless sensor network platforms
presented in (Velasco et al., 2015), Waspmote Plug & Sense from
Libelium has been selected for the implementation of the
monitoring system. The main advantages of that platform are:
•
compliance with ground level dust and ozone sensors,
identified as the core pollutants for urban air quality;
•
compliance with complementary sensors, as ammoniac,
nitrogen dioxide, atmospheric parameters and noise;
•
availability of various integrated wireless communication
systems (e.g., Zigbee, 802.15.4, WiFi, 3G/GPRS BLE),
which are compliant with pervasive deployment;
•
programmability with C language for Arduino, to reduce the
learning time with respect to ad-hoc languages;
•
effective development support;
•
international protection level IP65, compliant with outdoor
deployment;
•
low cost, required for a pervasive network composed by
many sensors.
The Waspmote platform has been recently selected also for other
researches on air quality, such as in (Anastasi et al, 2014) for the
test of a monitoring system in Pisa, Italy, and in (Mansour et al.,
2014) for the implementation of an air quality monitoring system
for industrial and urban areas.
The main goals of the proposed system is to collect pervasive
data about the air quality within the urban area. Special attention
has been paid on the deployment of the sensors. In order to cover
a whole metropolitan area, the quantity of static sensors would be
huge, so mobile stations have been preferred. Different vehicles
were evaluated: they can be private (i.e. owned and daily used by
citizens), or dedicated, (i.e. only used for the monitoring system).
Moreover, public transport and sharing vehicles were considered.
Focusing on the characteristics of the possible vehicles, the
experimentation has been conducted on dedicated bicycles and
private bicycles. The private bicycles do not require additional
costs or dedicated human labour, and do not produce pollutants.
Therefore, they represent a good solution for the air quality
monitoring system. The dedicated bicycles are extremely suitable
to the experimentation of the system, since they permit the
execution of the desired tests and the production of results that
can be easily extended to dedicated bicycles and bike sharing.
The devices on the smart bicycles collect the data and then may
transmit them via WiFi when they are within the communication
range of an eligible access point. In order to integrate the hotspots
freely available in the urban area, dedicated access points can be
mounted at locations frequented by many users, such as schools,
hospitals and plants. Other access points can be deployed close
to the houses of selected users that transport the sensors on their
private vehicles. The quantity of dedicated access points
increases the cost of the system, but it improves also the
frequency of data refresh. However, a WiFi network does not
permit the implementation of a real time system. An alternative
to WiFi is represented by 3G, which allows the communication
with the central system from the majority of the urban locations.
The advantage of this solution is the fast update, but an additional
cost due to the use of 3G connection must be considered. Another
solution is a Zigbee network. On the one hand, this connection
requires dedicated gateways to transmit the collected data to a
central server. On the other hand, with a large quantity of devices

densely deployed, it is possible to implement a multi-hop
network in which the data are transmitted to the server in real
time. For the experimentation of the monitoring network, the
WiFi solution was selected, and all the bicycles started their rides
where a WiFi access point has been installed.
3.2. Experimental analysis
The calibration of the ozone and ground level dust sensors was
the first task in the experiment. This activity was executed with
the collaboration of the regional agency for the protection of the
environment, ARPA Piemonte. The sensors were deployed in
two air quality monitoring stations of ARPA Piemonte, and the
collected data were used for the calibration. Figure 2 shows the
data sensed by the Waspmote and by the ARPA station. It is
possible to observe a strong correlation among the data. In
particular, in the right part of the chart, both the sensors have
detected a deep decrease and the subsequent sharp increase in the
dust level. However, the low-cost mobile sensors do not provide
a level of accuracy equal to the high-cost standard sensors.
Moreover, the tests executed to calibrate the sensors have
highlighted that the collected data are not so stable over time, so
iterations of the calibration process are required. It is also
possible to apply an auto-calibration technique, in which reliable
data from fixed standard sensors, and the data from the already
calibrated sensors are used to update the calibration of the
network. The calibration issue for mobile sensors were already
investigated in (Tsujita, 2004) and (Hasenfratz, 2012).

Figure 2. Calibration of the dust sensor.
In order to verify its effectiveness, the proposed air quality
monitoring system has been extensively experimented within the
urban area in different conditions. The data collected by the
devices have been analysed and the drivers have been
interviewed in order to find possible problems and solutions. Two
tests are taken as example and described below.
A first example of test, executed to verify the use of mobile
devices (i.e. mounted on bicycles) on long distances is shown in
Figure 3. The travel was interrupted twice, as reported by the
chart of the ground dust level in Figure 3. The chart shows a
steady base level of dust, with several high picks. It is possible to
observe that the right part of the chart, which is referred to the
morning rush hour, shows a higher base level of dust and a larger
number of picks.
Another experiment was conducted with fixed and mobile
devices, in order to check the validity of the data collected by
ground dust level and ozone sensors mounted on a bicycle. Two
devices were deployed in fixed locations at the opposite sides of
the university campus building. A bicycle with the two sensors
and a GPS module was moving around the campus. Figure 4
shows the relative difference between the ground dust level
recorded by the mobile device and by the fixed device. Moreover,
the chart shows the percentage of distance between the two
devices over the maximum distance reached within the path (i.e.,
if the devices are in the same position 0%, if the devices are at
the maximum distance 100%). It is possible to observe that when
the distance is close to zero, also the relative difference between
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the recorded levels is close to the minimum. This test supports
the validity of the data collected by a sensor on a moving bicycle.
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Figure 3. Ground level dust in the long distance.
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Figure 4. Ozone in the dynamic/static test.
3.3. Discussion on the mobile monitoring system
The main benefits of the systems, identified during the test, are:
no production of pollutants; no alteration of the sensed data, i.e.,
ground dust level and ozone, due to the low speed of a bicycle,
i.e., ~15 km/h; possibility to collect data from different locations
without additional costs if the devices are mounted on bicycles
of a bike-sharing system or on private bicycles; cheapness.
The main drawbacks are: lower accuracy than fixed, standard air
quality sensors; need for calibration updates; exposure of the
devices to physic shocks (e.g., holes and uneven ground), which
can produce malfunction; sensibility of the sensors to
atmospheric phenomena (e.g., ain, hailstorm, direct sunlight);
risk of theft and vandalism.
Therefore, the proposed mobile air quality monitoring system
represents an effective solution for the integration of existing
standard air quality monitoring systems. The low cost-per-device
allow many nodes over the urban area to be deployed. Moreover,
installing the devices on bicycles, these can be moved within the
urban area without additional costs. Therefore, the proposed
system is able to provide pervasive data distributed over the area
of interest. However, the accuracy and precision of the obtained
data is lower than standard monitoring systems, so the resulting
system seems not suitable for a stand-alone application.
Furthermore, the employed devices are exposed to many physical
stresses and threads, such as impacts, humidity and thefts. During
the tests some devices were damaged, so waterproof boxes have
been used to protect the most sensitive sensors and amortized
struts have been introduced to avoid intense shakes. Hence,
specific protection mechanisms must be considered during the
design of the system.

and Environmental Terminology). It is developed by the NASA
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration) for the
representation of Earth and Environmental Sciences (EES) (Di
Giuseppe, 2014). Similar concepts are included in the INSPIRE
data model (http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm/pageid/2 /list
/datamodels). INSPIRE (Infrastructure for Spatial Information in
the European Community) is a Directive of the European
Parliament (Directive 2007/2/EC) and of the Council (14 March
2007) establishing an infrastructure for spatial information to
support Community environmental policies, and policies or
activities which may have an impact on the environment. It
entered into force on the 15th May 2007 and is supposed to be
fully implemented by 2019 (http://inspire.ec. europa.eu). A part
of the Directive data model explicitly concerns the
Environmental monitoring (Annex III – EF – Environmental
monitoring Facilities). Nevertheless, for the IDEM project it was
important to manage urban data having a higher level of detail;
for example, it was important to analyse if the vegetation (both
entire areas or single tree) had some influence on the local air
quality. For this reason, and because previous researches already
used the same standard (Prandi et al. 2013, Soave et al., 2013) we
considered the international industry OGC standard CityGML. It
was developed to structure 3D multiscale urban maps, including
most of elements of our interest (buildings, vegetation, land use,
transports facilities). Moreover, CityGML presents a mechanism
for being expanded, which permits to adapt the model to further
application domains, the ADE (Application Domain Extension)
mechanism. Some ADE examples are the CityGML noise ADE
or similar ones developed in other projects (e.g.
http://www.iscopeproject.net/) (Protić, 2014, Patti et al., 2013).
Anyway, in further improvements and developments it would be
useful to develop a model which considers both the presented
ADE and the complex schema given by INSPIRE regarding the
Environmental Monitoring Facilities, merging them in a unique
frame to manage such data.
4.2. CityGML AQADE (air quality ADE)
The CityGML AQADE is inserted in various CityGML modules,
which have to be extended for being characterised by the air
quality values near them. Analysing the monitored data in
association with their geographic and spatial position in the 3D
city model and further parameters (such as traffic at the moment
of the survey, building usage, heating periods and so on) it could
be possible to define what are the main sources of air quality
pollution and what are the main affected objects. This
information can be stored in the model itself providing a base for
some kind of decision by administrators, operators, researchers
or simple citizens. Figure 5 shows a synthesis of the final model.
The application field has been analysed and the needed entities
and attributes have been selected starting from the available
literature (Janhäll, 2015, Leung, 2011, Nowak, 2002,
Bukowiecki et al., 2010).

4. THE SMART SPATIAL DATA INFRASTRUCTURE
4.1. Standard data models, ontologies and the SDI project
Following the considerations in the introductive chapters, the
project of the SDI started from the analysis of the existing
standards and data model useful to manage the project’s data.
Some thematic features linked to the air pollutant monitoring can
be represented by the SWEET ontology (Semantic Web for Earth

Figure 5: The general UML schema of the CityGML AQADE.
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Some specific tools were used in order to implement it. For the
first modelling phase in UML (Unified Modeling Language) the
Sparx Systems software Enterprise Architect was used. This
software, notwithstanding its proprietary nature, is recommended
by the same standards documents (for example in the INSPIRE
practises). It implements some of the useful tools and plugins for
managing the conceptual standard schemas and translating them
in interoperable formats (XSD schemas, OWL formats, etc.). The
CityGML models were modified using Enterprise Architect, and
were exported as a GML schema (XSD – XML schema
definition) which can be used to structure the data in compliance
with the W3C recommendations. In this way, even if the
translation still needs some improvement through the setting files
or the manual editing of the output XSD, a useful open and
machine-readable structure is generated.
4.3. The model implementation in GIS
Once the data structure is defined, it is possible to manage the
data using different strategies. In particular, two alternatives can
be considered. The first one is to use GML in order to represent
and share the data; this can offer the advantage to maintain the
object-oriented structure of the GML models and not to lose
definition in the data complexity and interconnection. On the
other hand, the tools to manage and analyse dynamic data in
GML are still in a development phase, and the so-structured
datasets could result computationally heavy. Moreover, the
available open platforms to share geographic data on the web
often do not include the possibility to manage data in GML.
For this reason, a second strategy has been chosen: the translation
of the model in an SQL database. The passage to an objectrelational model permits to manage in an easier way the data,
maintaining some important relations. The fundamental
advantage is that a so-structured database can be shared by
exchanging the SQL statement generated by a further software
(ALTOVA XMLSpy) from the XSD file. The produced datasets
can be therefore homogeneous and could constitute a unique
knowledge repository to be analysed and inferred.
For the management of the produced database PostgreSQLPostGIS was used, and QGIS was used as a GIS software tool as
a support for both a graphical interface and analysis tools.
4.4. The GIS: some results and analysis
The generated tables can be managed, visualized and analysed in
GIS for obtaining useful information (Figures 6-7).

Figure 6: GIS layout showing an example of possible spatial
analysis of dynamic data in the area of the Politecnico in Turin:
the average of the values measured in a 50 m buffer of a buildings
can be calculated and associated to the selected building.

Figure 7: GIS thematic map of the measured PM10 values on the
represented TrafficAreas.
4.5. Dynamic maps generation in GIS
The methods for computing the pollutants dispersion models are
complex and consider various factors, including the movement
of the air, the terrain topography, the geometry and nature of the
objects above it, and so on. Therefore, specific software and
methods are usually used (Onofrio et al., 2011, Chan et al., 2002).
Despite this, we tried to develop a procedure for rapidly using the
measured data, in order to share even a simplified result with
reduced processing times. This permits to potentially obtain
processed information in almost-real time, once the process
would be automated.
Two methods have been tested. The first consists in the spatial
interpolation of the measured values, using different
interpolation methods: nearest neighbour (NN) (Yakowitz,
1987), inverse distance weighted (Allasia, 1992) with power
value 1 (IDW1), and with power value 2 (IDW2), and the
function “topo to raster” in ESRI ArcGIS (TtR), which uses thin
plate spline (Wahba, 1990). These methods have been chosen
following the requirements of processing rapidity, results
regularity, limited approximation, in order to not obtain
excessively hypothesised values. The tests were performed on
three site: two in the city of Turin (urban context) and one near
the landfill SIA, in the countryside, so that it was possible to
compare the results (difference in urban canyons presence and
the topography complexity). In the three cases, the IDW2 method
results the more accurate, as demonstrated by the comparison
with the checkpoints values. Some points were not considered in
the interpolation for being used as a reference for testing the
interpolation accuracy. The precisions (RMSE) are always in line
with the precision of the measure instrument (between 0.004 m
in the case of IDWS2 in the area arount the Politecnico di Torino
and 0.042m in the case of NN in the area near the landfill SIA);.
There aren’t systematic errors (the average values are smaller
than the RMSE) and the best interpolation method is the IDW2.
This could be considered if the processing would be implemented
in automatic on-line processing services.
The more complex method considered a multivariate linear
regression taking in account some of the factors which influence
the dispersion (temperature, humidity, bike speed, luminosity,
terrain height, curvature, slope and solar radiation) (Cimorelli et
al., 2005). However, the results on the checkpoints underlined
how this method is not useful to improve the quality of the
interpolation; the further parameters are to be considered in a
more complex context, but for having a simplified indication the
first spatial interpolation was sufficient and more accurate.
4.6. Sensor Web
The core of the application layer is the Sensor Web component:
it is a computer-accessible network of many spatially distributed
devices using sensors to monitor conditions (temperature,
humidity, sound vibrations, motion, or pollutants) at many
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different spatial locations. In a Sensor Web, data streams from
web-accessible devices are stored and archived, and can be
accessed using standard protocols and application program
interfaces (API) (Shen, 2008). Some operators have already
designed architectures for open Sensor Web, like the “IrisNet”
proposed by Gibbons (2003), or the well-known project of the
“Open Sensor Hub”. In particular the “Open Sensor Hub” is a
licence-free open source software platform for geospatial
sensors, which allows users easily, rapidly and affordably to
network sensors into a seamless Sensor Web of real time,
location aware, interoperable, web accessible services.
Some useful standardisation initiatives promoted by the OGC
focus on the Sensor Web Enablement (SWE), that extend the
prominent OGC Web Services by providing additional services
for integrating web connected sensors and sensor systems.
Through the Sensor Model Language (Sensor ML) the data
model, the encoding for observations and measurement and
metadata exchange protocols can be defined. Two components of
this application layer can be deepened: the infrastructure where
this potentially enormous amount of data can be stored, archived
and analysed, and the protocol technology that allows the stream
of sensor data to flow from the device to the platform and then to
the end-users.
Cloud computing (CC) works as an infrastructure and represents
the key technology for building the Sensor Web. It provides the
virtual infrastructure which integrates monitoring devices,
analytics tools, visualization platform and client delivery. It is a
recent paradigm based on the next generation data centres that
are based on virtualized storage technologies (Gubbi, 2013). A
CC platform acts as a receiver of data from the ubiquitous
sensors, as a computer to analyse and interpret the data, and
provides easy-to-understand web-based visualization for users.
Smart objects with access to the internet can take advantage of
the services offered by the cloud.
Messaging protocols are the basis for communication between
sensors, cloud services and end-user applications. In IoT
applications the architecture must be characterized by
asynchronous messages between independent components as in
the layering standard based protocol over web sockets. The Web
Socket (WS) is a web technology that provides two-way
communication channels (client-server) through a single TCP
connection. It is a low-level protocol, which aims to provide
efficiency in the interaction between browser and server, in order
to facilitate the development and deployment of applications
using real-time data. This efficiency is achieved thanks to
standard methods for servers to send contents to the browser,
without receiving a push request from the client and allowing the
message to flow from and to the server, keeping the connection
open. The WS API was standardized by W3C and the WS
protocol by IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force), and these
are now an agreed standard for real-time communication between
Internet clients and servers.
In a publishing/subscribing model, one of the Web Socket
implementations, the message broker accepts connection from
the client and sends one or many messages to the client who
subscribes one or more message streams. The broker can also
handle messages from the client. One of these publish/subscribe
models, used in this project, is “STOMP over Web Socket”,
where Stomp stands for Streaming/Simple Text-Oriented
Messaging Protocol (Wang, 2013).
4.7. WebGIS
A WebGIS is fundamental in supporting the sharing of geospatial
information over the web. It can help decision makers to make
faster and more reasonable decisions. A WebGIS mainly
provides GIS standard services (defined by OGC): for displaying

and exchanging data (Web Map Service, WMS, Web Feature
Service, WFS) or for manipulating them (Web Processing
Service, WPS). Putting a WebGIS in the contest of IoT is not
trivial, as its general architecture can be seen as a parallel to the
Sensor Web.
The WebGIS can behave as a sensor service requester that
subscribes a service message for one or more sensor data,
collected by a Sensor Web platform. This approach means that
messages from the Sensor Web can be stored in the DBMS that
supports the WebGIS, in order to be used for processing
operations with other geographical data already available in the
DBMS (and obviously also for visualization). Even if this
solution seems to have a big potential, the idea to re-store and rearchive data from the cloud platform implies a not useful
duplication of the data.
On the client side, a simple web browser can be viewed as a
sensor service requester. At this level, processing operations on
the data are not easy but through specific libraries it is possible
to manage the visualization, the interaction, the user interfaces
and also an interactive map manipulation. This second approach
is the one chosen for the project.
4.8. The WebGIS application
One of the first questions of the research was how to design an
architecture to combine WebGIS and Sensor Web (Figure 8). In
this real context the Sensor Web platform was the new regional
platform, developed by CSI Piemonte, called “SmartDataNet”
(www.smartdatanet.it/). The platform shares data from sensors
and provides specific processing operations on data, so that users
can access flows of continuous data in near-real-time and
predefined applications, through specific API.
The SmartDataNet Platform lies on the Yucca Platforms, the
technologic cornerstone of the platform, where the sensors are
networked one each other, where the data are stored and archived
and where it is possible to build a specific API for a single or a
group of sensors. Some APIs for monitoring data (and access to
archived data) are already available, as dashboards and graphs,
but tools for spatial data management are still missing.
The platform acquires the data stream from sensor devices
through HTTP and MQTT protocols and exposes those data
streams to the client through MQTT and STOMP protocols. Each
sensor has its specific refresh time and sends messages through
the stream to the platform, which exposes those streams to every
client that has subscribed them. The platform can also filter
events or reduce the output rating of the stream with respect to
the input. In our case the sensors send a message every minute
and no reduce rating policy is applied on the stream.
The architecture of the WebGIS has been implemented in an
entirely open source environment.
On the server side, for the management of vector data - as
building, streets, land cover - the open source DBMS
PostgreSQL is chosen, along with its spatial extension PostGIS,
with some simplifications respect to the data model previously
described, for an easier management of the data. Also the data
collected with the mobile sensors described earlier are stored into
the DBMS.
GeoServer is the open source software chosen for the
administration of server side services. Through GeoServer data
from the DBMS and additional raster products like orthophotos
and digital elevation models are handled. A theme associated
with each vector data is also added to GeoServer using SLD file,
in order to set a predefined visualization for the data. GeoServer
exposes WMS services for the visualisation of the data and WFS
services for the download.
On the client side, the integration with the data stream from the
SmartDataNet Platform takes place. To manage the display of the
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geographic data within an HTML page the open source library
LeafLet.js is chosen, through which GeoServer WMS and WFS
are invoked.

Following the sharing, interoperability and “open” principles, the
used software are, when possible, open source. Some problem
may arise when there is no valid alternative for some software
need in specific processing step, such as the extension of the
standard models and their translation in a schema and database.
Future implementations may regard the shift of the request of
sensor data from the client side to the server side. This may allow
the WebGIS to perform processing and analysis involving realtime data from sensor and geographic information over an area
of interest. This implementation may also enable the use of
archived data, in order to use them (large amount) for big data
analysis and spatial data mining methods.

6. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Figure 8: The WebGIS with topographic features, mobile sensor
data and related interpolation analysis over the area of SIA Living
Lab. The part below shows one of the marker, representing an
environmental sensor with its popup content (a new message
every minute comes from the platform to update it).
In order to obtain the message stream from sensors installed into
the living labs, it is necessary to subscribe the streams of interest
(published into SmartDataNet platform) and then choose one of
the available protocols for transferring the messages. The
protocol “STOMP over Web Socket” is selected, for improved
ease of use and readability compared to the MQTT protocol.
The protocol has a specific JavaScript library called Stomp.js,
which makes available methods for connecting to the platform
and subscribing a specific data stream, for managing connection
errors and for receiving the messages. The script realized with
this library connects the client to the stream called Cromos,
which contains the hourly average of the measures of VOD
(Volatile Odour Detector) and measures of direction and wind
speed from an environmental sensor. The stream sends out a
message every minute. Inside the reception function of Stomp.js,
a specific JavaScript function “JSON.parse” is used for parsing
the JSON message incoming from the platform. Thanks to this
function, the message and its structure are translated, and only
the values of interest are extracted from the whole message. The
values of interest are transformed in a formatted string, as the
input for the popup object (offered by Leaflet library), referenced
to single markers in the real position of the sensor in the Living
Labs (Figure 8).
5. CONCLUSIONS
The described methods permit to manage the air quality
information in coherence with the aims of the “smart”
community in each phase of processing. The measurements can
derive by sensors installed on bikes or further mobile devices,
constituting a net which exploits the citizens contribution. Then,
the produced data are integrated in structures following open
standards that enable the analysis, query and data retrieving in a
correct and effective way by machines and multiple devices or
algorithms. In the end, the sensor data can be shared and
published potentially in real time to be available for citizens
through the integration of WebGIS and Sensor Web Platforms.
This permits the raw data to come back to the citizens in form of
information, so that they can be used as base for further services
(for example, an app individuating the less-polluted itinerary).
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